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Chapter 1841: Full of loopholes (6) 

Initially they had all assumed that Huang Yueli was only a young and ignorant lass and if it wasn’t for the 

fact that she was Li Moying’s fiancée, they wouldn’t even be bothered to take a straight look at her. 

In the end, no one had expected that she spoke such incisive words. Directly making a fool out of 

everyone! 

Elder Pan stared intently at her, as his expression became even more sinister, “Young lass, you have a 

sharp tongue! Unfortunately, Li Moying had really killed someone so no matter what you say, it’s of no 

use at all! We’ve all come today not because he’s a mere Blue Profound Sect’s direct disciple but for the 

entire Sky Emperor City’s axiom and justice! Your Blue Profound Sect bullying such a small Sect, even 

daring to kill other people’s Elders. If we don’t stand up for the Leng family, where is the Heavenly law?” 

Elder Pan’s words were put across beautifully. 

Elder Zheng who had almost blurted out the wrong things immediately followed up and echoed, “Right, 

right, right, that’s correct, we’re here to uphold justice and fairness!” 

“Blue Profound Sect has gone too far in bullying and we just can’t stand it!” 

“For Sky Emperor City’s practitioners, we are duty bound to do this!” 

When Huang Yueli and Cang Po Jun heard these, they almost threw up. 

These people’s skins were indeed thick to a new standard! They were the ones who obviously came 

shamelessly to another Sect to create havoc, but made it as though they were acting on behalf of 

justice. They don’t even look at themselves, under their sanctimonious outlooks, just how much dirty 

things they usually did. 

Huang Yueli was laughing coldly in her heart but on her face, she looked as though she was shocked as 

she shirked backwards. 

“Since that’s the case, I understand it all now. Everyone here are all important figures in Soaring 

Heavens Continent so naturally you’re all speaking righteously and fairly. Everything you say has its own 

logic and evidence so if my Moying didn’t kill anyone, you can’t possibly frame him!” 

Elder Pan gave a snort as he spoke out loudly, “That’s right! You young lass knows some reason after all, 

it’s impossible for us to frame someone! Still not going to get Li Moying to come out and receive his 

punishment?” 

Elder Pan was certain that they had successfully scared Huang Yueli. 

Such a young lass with only sixth stage realm cultivation, facing so many top rated top exponents, it 

would be strange if she wasn’t scared off by them! 

Hearing her words, didn’t it mean that she was going to admit to the crime and beg for mercy? 



Whoever knew that Huang Yueli didn’t act out the way which they had imagined, to kneel on the ground 

and begging for mercy, but instead she continued with an innocent, “But… but… my Moying didn’t kill 

anyone at all, so what crime should he admit to?” 

Elder Pan went into a daze but following that, his expression sunk. 

“Wretched lass, are you playing tricks on me?? Earlier you’ve said so much gibberish but still not going 

to ask him out? Why? Trying to delay the time? I’m telling you, Li Moying can’t escape today! Stop 

wasting your effort!” 

Huang Yueli’s expression became even more innocent. 

“Elder Pan you’ve mistaken. I’m not trying to drag time but I just feel that… ughh… has Clan Leader Leng 

mistaken something? Why did you say that my Moying murdered someone? If there’s any 

misunderstanding, let’s just talk about it clearly and there’s no need to talk about killing or beatings….” 

“Shut your mouth! Li Moying killed someone and there’s solid evidence, so what’s there more to talk 

about? Just get him to come out quickly, there’s no place for a young lass like you to speak over here!” 

Elder Pan lost his patience as he barked sharply. 

Huang Yueli blinked and said, “El… Elder Pan, how can you act like this? Earlier you’re the one who said 

this yourself, that you’ve come to Blue Profound Sect to uphold justice and will absolutely not frame 

anyone! Since that’s the case, why aren’t you giving us a chance to explain? Just based on one side’s 

accusation, surely that’s not considered fair right?” 
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Hearing these words, Elder Pan’s expression instantly darkened. 

He totally didn’t expect Huang Yueli to throw the words which he had just said right back on his face, to 

the extent that he had no way to rebuke at all! 

So, this young lass put on a fearful look and talked for such a long time, it was all just to worm these 

words out of them! 

Elder Pan was about to deny when he heard Huang Yueli speaking out again, “Everyone here are all large 

powerhouses’ Elders so of course you won’t act like those pimps or gangsters, trying to renege on those 

words which you’ve said. If it was in that case, won’t your words be just like letting off a fart…..” 

Saying to this point, she suddenly stopped when her mouth covered her apologetic face. 

“Aiyo, sorry, sorry, I said the wrong thing! I am absolutely not saying that all of you Elders are talking as 

though you are farting….. What I am saying is how can Elders’ words be comparable to a fart right? 

Ughh, no, no, I absolutely am not saying that your words cannot be compared to even a fart, I mean…. 

that….” 

“Enough!” Elder Pan’s face was steely green as he barked out sharply to stop her. 

Not only Elder Pan, all the other Elders present had a ghastly look on their faces. 



Everyone were Soaring Heavens Continent’s established and reputable figures so how could they be 

described as someone who spoke as though they were farting? Even if they were usually being 

shameless and often went back on their words, but they couldn’t possibly be abused with their noses 

being pointed right? 

Someone within the crowd could not take it, “Wretched lass, what gibberish are you sprouting? Who are 

we? Do we need to trick or swindle a young lass like you?” 

“That’s right, we are absolutely not maligning Li Moying, who had really killed someone! What we said is 

all backed by reason and evidence!” 

Clan Leader Leng is the evidence! We’ll let him confront you! I want to see that in front of the truth, how 

is Blue Profound Sect going to renege on this!” 

Everyone shot their gazes towards Leng Weiming, wanting him to tell the truth. 

Elder Pan was the smartest among them, as he faintly felt that something was amiss. 

This exceptionally gorgeous young lady looked frail and weak, pitiful and innocent but on serious 

thoughts, from the moment she stepped into the main hall, every single word she said were filled with 

deep meanings, and she had already dug a hole for them right from the start! 

If she were to go into a confrontation with Leng Weiming, would there be a problem? 

Huang Yueli saw his hesitation as her brows rose slightly, “Why? Elder Pan isn’t confident, feeling that 

you have framed Moying hence you’re so hesitant? Could it be that the crime which you had accused 

Moying of, is something that you intentionally pinned upon him?” 

Before Elder Pan could reply, the others already couldn’t suppress themselves. 

“Who’s framing him? Li Moying had really murdered someone!” 

“That’s right, the truth is the truth, let them go into a confrontation! Let’s see what tricks she can come 

out with!” 

Elder Pan then nodded his head and stepped aside. 

Huang Yueli smiled and walked out from behind Cang Po Jun, as she gazed towards the direction of Leng 

Weiming. 

“Clan Leader Leng, I have a few questions which I’m unsure of and will like you to explain clearly. Surely 

you will not reject answering right?” 

Leng Weiming was extremely anxious right now. Ever since he walked into Blue Profound Sect today, he 

was like a string puppet, totally unable to control himself. 

He really wished that he could disappear from this place immediately. 

Whoever knew that the arrow head came pointing towards him once again. 

Asking him to confront Huang Yueli? Leng Weiming was very afraid that he might say the wrong thing, 

and offend so many large powerhouses’ Elders. 



But he could only brace himself to say, “Go… go ahead and ask!” 
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Huang Yueli nodded as she held her composure and posed her questions, with those top exponents 

crowded around them, “You said my fiancé killed someone, do you have the evidence? Have you seen it 

with your own eyes? I heard that when Elder Leng’s corpse was discovered, there was no one around at 

all so how did you judge that he was killed by Moying?” 

“This…..” When Leng Weiming heard the first question, he went into a blank. 

Of course he couldn’t have possibly seen it with his own eyes on how Li Moying killed Leng Fugui, nor 

was there any other witness. 

But it was easy to come out with this conclusion because Leng Fugui and his two disciples had accepted 

Leng family’s mission to abduct Huang Yueli. In fact before this happened, Leng Fugui even sent a 

message back to the family that they had successfully abducted Huang Yueli. 

Later on, the abducted young lass went missing whereas the few of them were dead, by the roadside. 

Even if they used their toes to think, they knew that it was Li Moying who saved his fiancée, and also 

conveniently killed him. 

But these words cannot be said openly, because in this way, it wouldn’t be Li Moying who casually killed 

someone but rather it was the Leng family’s fault in the first place. Under this sort of circumstance, his 

skills weren’t up to match and ended up being killed, they could only say that he deserved it! 

Leng Weiming had not expected Huang Yueli’s questions to be so incisive as he was stuffed for a 

moment before he barely replied, “Although I did not see it with my own eyes, but Leng family has a 

grudge with Li Moying and this is something which everyone knows of. Leng Fugui died at the entrance 

of Blue Profound Sect and his fatal injury was caused by thunder… then naturally he was killed by Li 

Moying.” 

When Huang Yueli heard that, her brows rose as she said, “Clan Leader’s words may not be right, from 

what I know, that Elder from Leng family has quite a number of enemies so how can you ascertain that 

this is the doing of my Moying? Just because he is thunder attributed? There are so many thunder 

attributed practitioners in Sky Emperor City, how will we know who killed him?” 

Huang Yueli spoke with reason and logic, making Leng Weiming momentarily unable to rebuke her at all. 

He was certain that the man was killed by Li Moying but after what Huang Yueli said, it seemed as 

though he was talking nonsense. 

The few large powerhouses’ Elders swept their glances towards him, making Leng Weiming’s back start 

to break out in sweat. 

He pondered over this for a long time and finally thought of a reason. 

“This…. he died in the pathway between Blue Profound Sect and Sky Emperor City and those who will 

usually take this route, are all Blue Profound Sect’s disciples! So in this way, Elder Leng Fugui definitely 

died under the hands of someone in your Sect and Li Moying’s suspicion is the greatest!” 



Leng Weiming assumed that this reason was brilliant and after he finished saying it, he raised his chin up 

high, feeling that Huang Yueli would definitely have no way to deny it. 

Huang Yueli’s brows merely rose slightly, “Oh? In that way, my Moying is only a ‘suspect’? Earlier didn’t 

Clan Leader Leng claim that it was ‘definitely’ done by him? So Clan Leader Leng’s words are not credible 

at all!” 

“This… this….” 

A casual sentence had actually given Huang Yueli another hold on him and Leng Weiming’s face flushed 

bright red in an instance. 

When Elder Pan saw this, that this fellow was completely useless, he simply could not help but jumped 

out to butt in, “Enough, Clan Leader Leng merely used the wrong words! Now it’s already proven that 

Elder Leng had died under the hands of Blue Profound Sect’s disciple….” 

“Wait! Since when have we proved it? How come I don’t know about it?” Huang Yueli frowned as she 

interrupted him. 

Elder Pan replied, “Hasn’t Clan Leader said so earlier? He died on the path at Blue Profound Sect’s 

entrance! Just this point alone clinches the truth!” 
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Huang Yueli burst out laughing, “Elder Pan, is there something wrong with your brain? Dying at Blue 

Profound Sect’s entrance means he’s killed by a disciple from Blue Profound Sect?” 

“Blue Profound Sect has monopolised such a large mountain range outside Sky Emperor City and the 

only powerhouse here is you! Moreover, Blue Profound Sect’s security is so tight, usually who will come 

over to your area?” Elder Pan answered back sarcastically. 

“Then why did Leng Fugui come over here for? According to what Elder Pan said, usually people outside 

the Sect will not head over, then his appearance right here should definitely be because he was up to no 

good?” 

“I…. this…..” 

Elder Pan was stuffed for words once again. 

He had not expected Huang Yueli’s reaction to be so quick. Every single time no matter what reason he 

thought of to quibble, this young lass could easily find the flaw within it and just using mere words to 

stuff the words back into their mouths. 

Under her fiery piercing eyes, the reasons which they found seemed to be full of loopholes. 

Not waiting for his reply, Huang Yueli continued with her interrogation, “I’d like to ask Clan Leader Leng 

that your Elder in your Sect, absurdly appeared in front of Blue Profound Sect’s entrance, may I know 

what was he trying to do?” 



“We… we…..” Leng Weiming totally couldn’t answer her as he took half a day, “This…. Leng Fugui’s 

motive for coming to Blue Profound Sect, we have no way to find out now. But he’s already dead, isn’t 

that right? Why should we pursue the reason for what he’s doing over here for?” 

“Right, he’s already dead so we just need to find out the identity of the murderer! Who cared what he’s 

doing here for! It has nothing to do with whoever who killed him!” Elder Pan chipped in urgently. 

Huang Yueli swept him a meaningful glance with a half smile, that gaze made those two feel stuffed! 

Their instinctive reaction was: What was going on? Had they just dug a hole again? 

No one dared to belittle Huang Yueli now. Although this young lass’s cultivation wasn’t very high, but 

she was slyer than a little fox! 

Huang Yueli gave a ‘hmph’ as she said, “Who said it’s not related, of course it’s related! I know what 

Elder Leng is doing here! I also know how he died. In fact, I’m the person involved.” 

“Person involved?” 

Those present suddenly recalled that Leng Weiming had indeed mentioned that when Li Moying killed 

the Elder, his fiancée should be around….. 

“Why? Could it be that you witnessed how Leng Fugui died? Then tell me, if he was not killed by Li 

Moying, who else could have killed him? Surely he couldn’t have committed suicide?” Elder Pan sneered 

as he spoke with ridicule. 

Huang Yueli immediately covered her mouth in exaggeration, “How did you know?” 

“What? He really committed suicide?” The few Elders exchanged glances but very quickly they reacted 

in time, “Just because you said he committed suicide doesn’t mean it’s true eh? He’s a ninth stage realm 

practitioner with ability and status, why would he commit suicide for no good reason? Who will believe 

your gibberish? Simply spouting nonsense!” 

“Right, nonsense!” 

“Haven’t you made it sound too ridiculous? If you have the ability, tell us clearly on how he committed 

suicide!” 

Everyone stared intently on her, especially Elder Pan with a cold smile hanging on his lips, “I’ll be 

watching how you exaggerate this story!” 

Even Cang Po Jun’s eyes were widened, as he was totally dishevelled. 

Ever since Huang Yueli opened her mouth, it didn’t seem as though there was a place for this Great 

Guardian to speak out. 

Of course, it wasn’t only him. So many ninth stage realm peak practitioners were like three year old kids 

in front of her, being played and fooled around within her palms. 

Chapter 1845: Struck by lightning (1) 



Originally when Huang Yueli appeared, Cang Po Jun was still worried that she would be captured away 

by those people. 

In the end, almost two hours had passed by and she was still standing at the original spot in one piece. 

Instead it was those top rated exponents who came with an imposing manner, bearing a look which 

seemed as though they had seen a ghost, being choked until they weren’t able to say a single word. 

But now, what was she thinking of saying? 

Huang Yueli coughed lightly, as she spoke in a kindly and informal fashion. 

“Sigh, actually this matter is something that I don’t really wish to talk about. After all, Leng family is also 

one of a large powerhouse in Sky Emperor City and everyone all wants their face. The disciples under 

them doing such an embarrassing matter, if this spreads, the entire Leng family will be shamed! Moying 

and I are just doing our obligations, to keep silent about this. But now… since everyone insists on 

knowing the truth, then I can only tell…..” 

“Wh…what do you mean?” 

Hearing the opening speech, Leng Weiming instinctively felt that something was amiss but however, he 

had no ideas on how to stop her. 

“The matter is like this. A few days ago when Moying was in closed door cultivation in Levitation Sword 

Palace, I headed to Sky Emperor City alone to buy some stuff. On my way back, I met with two young 

men who were dressed in black and when they saw me, they immediately tied me up and kidnapped me 

onto the carriage, saying they had taken fancy to me and wanted to…. ughh…. of course I wouldn’t and 

they claimed that they were disciples from Leng family. As long as I agreed to follow them, they will 

guarantee me a good life…..” 

“What?? How could this be possible? What nonsense! How could such a matter possibly happen!” Clan 

Leader Leng slammed his fists on the table. 

Huang Yueli clutched her chest with both her hands, with an expression which seemed as though she 

couldn’t bear to recollect the image. 

“Re….Really! Clan Leader Leng, I know that you don’t dare to believe that there’s such scum under your 

wing but… it’s all real!” 

Leng Weiming could roughly guess that those two were probably really Leng family’s disciples and the 

part on abducting Huang Yueli was true as well but… their motive was to lure Li Moying, and not for lust! 

But as he had no way to put this across frankly….. 

“After those two scums tied me up onto the carriage, the carriage sped towards the desolate area 

outside the town, entering a remote area…..” Huang Yueli didn’t care what he thought as she continued 

speaking, “Just as I thought I was a goner for sure and about to kill myself by banging my head, Elder 

Leng Fugui appeared! He killed those two scums in one strike and saved me.” 

“I naturally was feeling extremely grateful towards him but I’d not expected that Elder Leng didn’t 

harbour any good intentions as well. He refused to let me return to Blue Profound Sect, instead he 



asked me to follow him to Sky Emperor City. Under the dire circumstances, I questioned him back 

naturally! In the end, he said… he said….” 

When Huang Yueli spoke until this point, she paused for a moment, wanting to say something but 

hesitated. 

Everyone’s curiosity had already been drawn by her undulated mysterious story as they all couldn’t help 

but questioned, “What did he say? What happened after that?” 

Huang Yueli took a deep breath, “Elder Leng said, that he did not harbour any ulterior motives towards 

me, only wanting to bring me out to tour Sky Emperor City’s streets. If he had other ulterior motives, he 

would be struck by lightning. His words had just ended when the sky fell a bolt of terrifying thunder, 

striking him dead on the spot! Ah, he died so miserably that even I suffered a huge shock. If it wasn’t for 

Moying who kept on comforting me after I returned to the Sect, I might be having nightmares even at 

night!” 

When Huang Yueli finished her story, she anxiously shrunk her neck, putting on an expression which 

showed that she had lingering fears. 

Everyone who heard what she said were all dumbstruck, as though they had just been struck by 

lightning. 
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It took some time before someone regained their senses and started berating angrily, “What nonsense 

are you sprouting? You mean Elder Leng had gone something guilty and was struck to death by the 

heavenly thunder?” 

Huang Yueli blinked and said, “I didn’t say that, do you feel that Elder Leng had done something guilty? I 

just assumed that he was just slightly unlucky because a bolt of heavenly thunder came striking down 

onto him…..” 

The person speaking was an Elder from Celestial Heavens Gate and he realised that he had said 

something wrong but it was too late for him to swallow back the words as he could only retreat 

backwards with an awkward look. 

Cang Po Jun was laughing in his tummy to the point of cramping but due to his status, he could not laugh 

out loud openly and could only stifle his laughter. It got so bad that he almost suffocated. 

Huang Yueli turned back to take a look at him and Cang Po Jun immediately reciprocated as he added oil 

and vinegar. 

“I’d not expected that there was such lecherous scum in the Leng family, this is really an eye opener! 

Young Miss Bai, you’re just too naive, how could the heavenly thunder just strike him so coincidentally? 

Evidently, the things which this Elder Leng is just too dirty and shameless, thus attracting the heavenly 

thunder. You’re really lucky to have survived this crisis, otherwise if you fall into the hands of those 

scum from the Leng family, who knows what crime you will be involved in….. ai, these days, any kind of 

person can also become an Elder. Just what kind of standard of the powerhouse behind is just 

imaginable!” 



Leng Weiming’s face flushed crimson red, as he was boiling to the point of almost spitting out blood. 

He had not expected Huang Yueli to explain Leng Fugui’s death in such a manner, pouring pails and pails 

of dirty water, as though it was free, splashing it onto the dead man’s face! 

If this conversation was spread out, not only were others going to say that Leng Fugui deserved his 

ending, moreover even the entire Leng family would be despised by all the practitioners in Sky Emperor 

City. 

“Impossible, the disciples of our Leng family can’t possibly do such a thing!” 

Elder Pan’s face was as black as the bottom of a pot, “Young Miss Bai, don’t you go spouting nonsense! 

What kind of crap are you saying, did you think that Elder Leng is dead and there is no evidence? You 

even claim that he was struck to death by the heavenly thunder, this is simply unheard of! Do you treat 

everyone here present as idiots?” 

Huang Yueli took a step back out of shock as she said, “Clan Leader Leng, what I said… is the entire truth! 

Moreover, I have evidence!” 

“Evidence? How could this be considered as evidence?” Everyone was dazed. 

Everyone could tell that Huang Yueli was blurting out crazy nonsense! She actually had evidence! 

Huang Yueli spoke in a deadly earnest tone, “Of course, what I said is the truth, unlike Clan Leader Leng 

who deduced that my fiancée had murdered someone! Since it is the truth, of course I’d have evidence 

to justify what I said!” 

What she said was reasonable, so everyone present had nothing to say against it. 

“So… what evidence do you have?” 

“The evidence is, those two disciples who kidnapped me right from the start, their carriage and corpse 

are still in a desolated little forest! I can tell you the location and you can go check it out for yourself 

then you will know. Moreover the quality of the soil there is very soft, so it might still show Elder Leng 

and my footprints. These are enough to prove that what I’m saying is the truth!” 

The crowd looked at each other in dismay, not knowing what to say. 

Although they had not gone over to verify what she said was the truth, but since Huang Yueli was able to 

say this out so frankly, apparently, her evidence should really be existent…. 

Just what was this! How could such a ridiculous matter, really have happened? 

Chapter 1847: Struck by lightning (3) 

Especially Leng Weiming, he was simply trembling with fear. 

The two disciples which Huang Yueli mentioned, who had died outside, was something that even he 

didn’t know of. After all they were just two ordinary disciples so if they died, then they died. Moreover 

they didn’t die beside Leng Fugui so no one bothered to spend any energy to go look for them. 

Whoever knew that this unremarkable oversight had now become Huang Yueli’s evidence! 



Everyone was all dazed by this. 

Cang Po Jun finally found a chance to perform as he opened his mouth and said, “Since Young Miss Bai 

already said so, then will all Sects here send someone to follow Blue Profound Sect’s men to the place 

where Young Miss Bai mentioned, to verify the truth if there are indeed carriage and Leng family’s 

disciple’s corpses.” 

Saying that, he gave a cold laugh as he spoke with ridicule, “We Blue Profound Sect always use evidence 

to speak and we will make everyone convinced with it! Unlike some Sect who just speak randomly at 

will! Obviously it was their own disciples who were being despicable and shameless but they had to pour 

dirty water onto others instead!” 

The few Elders’ expressions turned extremely ugly. 

The gazes they threw towards Leng Weiming was exceptionally fierce and abnormal, as though they 

couldn’t wait to chop him up into pieces! 

This fellow actually reported inaccurate news to them, and he totally didn’t mention the two disciples 

who died, which had turned into the evidence which Huang Yueli had fabricated up. 

What should they do now? Did they really have to send someone to look for the “evidence”? So what 

after they found it? Admit that they had framed someone and apologize to Li Moying? 

Then what was the point in them coming today? Sending themselves here specially for Blue Profound 

Sect to slap their faces? 

“Everyone? Why aren’t you moving? Could it be that you don’t want the evidence anymore?” Cang Po 

Jun urged. 

Elder Pan’s thoughts raced past his mind as he suddenly thought of a point. 

“You all… you don’t try to shift the main focus! Even if we really found the carriage and corpse, that 

could only mean that Leng family indeed had two scums which were killed by Elder Leng! What was so 

great about that? Such a large powerhouse, having two scums are considered rather normal! Elder Leng 

is merely placing righteousness before family and clearing the scum from their doors which reflects his 

noble character and unquestionable integrity! As for how he himself died, you don’t have the evidence 

at all!” 

Hearing his words, the others also started to react. 

“Right, that’s correct! What being struck by the heavenly thunder, who will believe this? Obviously he 

was killed by a thunder attributed practitioner!” 

“That’s right, Young Miss Bai, a person can’t be ungrateful! Elder Leng saved you and is your saviour! 

You allowed your fiancé to murder him, and still backstab Elder Leng instead!” 

“Sigh, a woman’s heart is indeed the most malicious!” 

Momentarily, the situation reversed. 



Huang Yueli was a little surprised, not expecting this Elder Pan’s mind to be rather bright, at least by 

now she still wasn’t muddled by her. 

But no matter, if they were going to play word games, then he would definitely not be able to win 

herself. 

Huang Yueli smiled, “Elders, I really don’t know why you are so insistent that my Moying had murdered 

him! Even if he wanted to kill him, he must have the ability to do so! Surely you’re all aware of this? 

Elder Leng is a ninth stage realm fourth level practitioner whereas my Moying had just broken through 

to the ninth stage realm just one month ago! The disparity of their abilities are so great, how could 

Moying possibly have the ability to kill him!” 

The minute she said this, everyone present was struck silly. 

Before this they had all overlooked this point and after Huang Yueli’s reminder, everyone was feeling 

stunned. 

For every single level after the ninth stage realm, the disparity in terms of ability was exceptionally huge. 

Chapter 1848: Struck by lightning (4) 

Especially for a practitioner who just ascended to the ninth stage realm, as compared to established 

ninth stage realm top experts, the difference between their abilities was like heaven and earth. 

The reason was because when practitioners finished the process of forging their bodies and advanced 

into the ninth stage realm, it was equivalent to entering a brand new territory. 

No matter if it was in terms of the flow of Profound Energy within the body, ability to connect between 

heaven and earth or actual combat style, it was totally different from when they were in the eighth 

stage realm. 

Ninth stage realm rookie practitioners mostly weren’t accustomed to this kind of battle style and would 

probably need at least one to two years’ time before they were able to reach their normal battle power. 

Even if two practitioners were on the same ninth stage realm first level grade, a newly advanced 

practitioner versus a practitioner who had already advanced for a year had a huge difference in terms of 

ability. 

Under this circumstance, if they said that Li Moying was able to kill Leng Fugui, it indeed didn’t sound 

too reliable….. 

Elder Pan tried his hardest to explain, “Then perhaps… perhaps Li Moying was that talented and he 

could fight cross-realm battles thus killing the ninth stage realm fourth level practitioner, that is hard to 

say isn’t it? Isn’t Sky Emperor City all spreading that Li Moying is extremely talented, even more so than 

Sovereign Mu then?” 

Huang Yueli gave a composed smile, “Elder Pan, you hold Moying in high regards and this really makes 

us feel extremely honourable. But that year Sovereign Mu also did not have the ability to battle cross-

realm to defeat his opponent wasn’t it?” 

This was the truth and Elder Pan didn’t chirp at all over this. 



Huang Yueli spoke again, “Moreover speaking, you probably haven’t seen Elder Leng’s corpse right? That 

time when that bolt of heavenly thunder struck down, it killed him on the spot so probably Elder Leng’s 

entire bones and internal organs had instantly been crushed into dregs. Haven’t you even thought about 

this, based on Moying’s cultivation, is this even possible? No matter how talented he is, to kill a top 

exponent like Elder Leng must be through a tough battle before he could obtain victory? How could he 

possibly kill him in just one strike? Ask Clan Leader Leng to move his corpse over and everyone can take 

a look on just how clean and tidy the technique was. Even if it was the few of you here, not everyone 

would be able to do it!” 

“This… really was instant death?” Everyone shot their gazes towards Leng Weiming. 

Leng Weiming had already bowed his head so low that he couldn’t even lift it up, as he only barely 

nodded his head. 

This time round, all the Elders are really stunned. 

An instant kill of an established ninth stage ream fourth level practitioner! 

Without absolute ability difference, it was impossible to achieve, not to mention being the weaker party 

to defeat the strong. 

Although ninth stage realm peak’s top experts’ sights were extremely high, they had once experienced 

the times when Mu Chengying swept across the entire Soaring Heavens Continent. However they were 

still totally unable to imagine how this sort of genius could be like? 

They had not witnessed Li Moying making a move personally so naturally they would not believe in such 

a ridiculous matter. 

But in this way, the person who killed Leng Fugui, was not Li Moying? 

“Then who was Leng Fugui killed by?” Someone finally could not hold himself in as he posed this 

question. 

Huang Yueli shrugged her hands and said, “I already said that a bolt of heavenly lightning descended 

from the sky killing him instantly! But where did the lightning come from… ai, my cultivation is just this 

little bit and my sight cannot make it, so I also can’t differentiate this out!” 

“Then in this case, whether it’s heavenly lightning or not, it might be something which this young lass 

cooked up! It’s possible that a ninth stage realm peak thunder attributed practitioner killed Leng Fugui, 

only that this lass didn’t see it.” 

“That’s right, a sixth stage realm practitioner, how could she see clearly on how the strong exponent 

made his move!” 

“In this case, this matter really is not related to Li Moying?” 
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The crowd’s voices were discussing this softly, self assuming that they had finally found out the truth 

with regards to this matter. 



When Cang Po Jun heard their talk, he was completely dumbstruck….. 

Of course he knew what had happened exactly and that Huang Yueli was obviously sprouting rubbish 

because the person who murdered the other party was his Sovereign! 

But after this kind of illogical reasoning, it was actually summed up by her! Now that this pot was 

thrown out perfectly by her, not only did Blue Profound Sect not need to take on the responsibility, they 

even became the victim! 

Wasn’t this a little too miraculous? How on earth did she manage to do this? 

Cang Po Jun’s lips twitched, not knowing how to react. 

“Guardian Jun, Guardian Jun!!” The young lady suppressed her voice as she called out to him several 

times. 

Cang Po Jun then regained his senses, “Ughh, Bai…. Young Miss Bai?” 

Huang Yueli gave a few light coughs, “Since this matter has nothing to do with Blue Profound Sect, then 

it’s time to send off the guests right! So many top experts staying in our Sect like this, it will disrupt the 

ordinary disciples from their cultivations!” 

“Oh, right, right!” Cang Po Jun acknowledged as he lifted his head and spoke with a prim and proper 

tone towards those few Elders, “Everyone, the truth is now out, Elder Leng’s death has nothing to do 

with our Sect’s disciples. On account of the long years of relationship that the Seven Sacred Lands 

shared, This Guardian shall not pursue after the face that you all have offended our Sect today, see the 

guests out!” 

He waved his hand and wanted to chase them away. 

The Elders were all dazed as they exchanged glances with one another, not knowing what they should 

do. 

By right, the reason they found for coming today was to help Elder Leng reclaim some fairness but now 

that it had been verified that this matter was not related to Li Moying, naturally they should apologize 

and immediately leave. 

But Elder Leng was merely an excuse for them to come knocking on their doors! 

Now that they had not achieved their aim, how could they possibly leave like this? 

All the way until the very end, they still had not managed to probe if Mu Chengying was alive or dead! 

If they went back in this state, they would have to suffer the consequences! It was rare for the Six 

Sacred Lands to cooperate and they actually returned back empty handed. In future there would 

probably not be able to work together in such a large scale action, nor were they able to find out any 

inside information in Blue Profound Sect….. 

Few Elders’ feet refused to nudge, but they weren’t able to find out a reason to stay on. 

Cang Po Jun urged, “Everyone… what do you mean by this? Do you treat Blue Profound Sect as your own 

Sects, and that you can keep staying here and not leave?” 



Everyone exchanged glances again and finally it was Elder Pan who stood out again. 

“Guardian Jun, today’s matter is indeed our fault for mistaking Young Master Li, offending your Sect. 

Since this is the case, we shall personally apologize to Sovereign. Otherwise if we just leave like this, it 

will reflect on our ill mannerism!” 

“That’s right, we have to apologize to Sovereign Mu!” 

“Right, it’s better to invite Sovereign Mu to come meet us!” 

When Cang Po Jun heard that, the anger on his face could no longer be concealed! 

He had already said things to this state and yet these people still stuck on around refusing to leave! 

“Elders, Sovereign Mu has been behind closed door seclusion for many years and it is not possible for 

him to come out just because of a small matter like this. We will not haggle with all of you over this as 

well so will you all please make a move!” 

Elder Pan’s old face revealed a rogue smile, “Then I’m so sorry, Guardian Jun. We are here to pay our 

respects to Sovereign Mu, and not to visit you. If we don’t get to meet Sovereign Mu today, we will not 

leave!” 

“You… you all…..!” 

Cang Po Jun’s face changed colours abruptly. 

These people had obviously shown that they don’t even want their faces anymore! 
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Anyway they had already decided that today they must force Mu Chengying out and they already did 

not care to use whatever reason, nor the consequence of this matter spreading out! 

Cang Po Jun’s back spiralled a chilly sensation, knowing that the battle today was inevitable! 

The first thing he did was to turn back and he said to Huang Yueli, “Young Miss Bai, hurry on and leave! 

Help me check where Po Hun and Po Yu went to, why haven’t they appeared until now. And, when you 

go to the rear hall… hurry on and run away!” 

Cang Po Jun had already put aside his own life and death because to him, the most important thing was 

to protect the safety of Huang Yueli and Li Moying. 

However, Huang Yueli didn’t leave. She merely took two steps back as she lowered her voice, “Guardian 

Jun, we will not leave you here in the lurch.” 

“This.. is this the question of leaving who in the lurch?” Cang Po Jun started to become anxious. 

Just what time was it now, Huang Yueli was still talking about these! He felt very touched to hear her say 

this but the question now was that this little bit of cultivation of hers wouldn’t do much good even if she 

stayed behind. It might even add on to the trouble for everyone! 



“Young Miss Bai, you’d better hurry on to the rear hall to look for…. Young Master Li! Such a long time 

has already passed, Po Yu and the others should have already contacted all the Elders in the Sect and we 

will still gain the upper hand, so you need not worry…..” 

But Huang Yueli still didn’t move at all. 

Cang Po Jun was just about to continue persuading her when at this moment, all the ninth stage realm 

peak Elders had already entered a state of warmongering as they slowly released their Profound Energy 

suppression, which dissipated and filled the entire Levitation Sword Palace! 

Cang Po Jun’s senses stiffened as he tried his best to raise his own aura to go up against them as he 

wasn’t able to care about Huang Yueli any further. 

Because of that, he also didn’t notice Huang Yueli’s gaze sweeping towards the hall’s entrance secretly, 

as she made a hand gesture towards the outside of the door. 

“Guardian Jun, I heard that there are a total of ten over ninth stage realm peak Elders in Blue Profound 

Sect. Why is it that until now, not a second person had appeared?” 

“Haha, could it be that Sovereign Mu had encountered a mishap and since Guardian Jun has no way to 

make them swear their allegiance, so the minute danger appeared, they all ran away?” 

“I’d not expected that Blue Profound Sect has already fallen to such a state so Guardian Jun better not 

do any needless struggles…..” 

Everyone was chipping in sentences as they started to make sarcastic remarks. 

On one hand, it was to waver Cang Po Jun’s willpower while on the other hand, they really thought that 

they were going to win for sure this time! 

The rest of Blue Profound Sect’s Elders did not make it in time and Cang Po Jun was alone so he 

definitely would not be able to fight against so many of them who had joint hands together. Today they 

would surely be able to barge into Levitation Sword Palace’s internal sector to find out exactly where 

Mu Chengying was! 

Cang Po Jun clenched his teeth tightly as he had been waiting for action after accumulating enough 

power and was just about to strike out. 

Just at this moment, Huang Yueli’s beaming voice suddenly rang behind him. 

“Elders, I haven’t finished what I’m saying and you’re all urging me to take action already? Haven’t you 

thought about this, that in Blue Profound Sect’s entrance, the most probable person who could use 

thunder attributed Profound Skills to kill Elder Leng would be?” 

Elder Pan snorted in disdain, “We are not interested to find out about this anymore! Young lass, there’s 

no place for you to butt in right here!” 

Huang Yueli blinked and smiled, “That’s hard to say. If you don’t get your facts clearly, you will definitely 

regret it in future!” 

“I already said that we’re not interested…..” 



Elder Pan’s words abruptly stopped. 

 


